25 YEAR CONDITIONAL WARRANTY
Models F500 and F600

Commercial Door Systems guarantees the aluminum door main frame and FRP face sheets against any structural failure from normal use and wear for a period of 25 years for the F500 / F600. Non-delamination of the face sheet from the polystyrene core material is included (10 years for urethane core). All other NON-FRP products supplied by CDS carry a ten year warranty. Warranty time is from date delivery.

This warranty is against defects in material and/or factory workmanship. This warranty does not cover damage due to mishandling, abuse, misuse or failure of items supplied by others such as door hardware. The application of anodized and painted finishes on all aluminum surfaces and gel coats on face sheets is guaranteed. This warranty does not cover abrasions and wearing from use frequency. FRP face sheets have a tendency to fade in time, and this fading is not covered under our warranties. Normal weathering to face sheets is also not covered.

Any defective goods shall be replaced or repaired at the discretion of Commercial Door Systems. The installation labor or replacement labor of CDS materials are not covered by this warranty unless CDS has agreed to a “FACTORY GUARANTEE ON LABOR” as part of the contract for this project. Commercial Door Systems offers no other warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, for the materials supplied for this project, other than the one described herein.
20 YEAR CONDITIONAL WARRANTY
Models F200 and F300

Commercial Door Systems guarantees the aluminum door main frame and FRP face sheets against any structural failure from normal use and wear for a period of 20 years for the F200 / F300. Non-delamination of the face sheet from the polystyrene core material is included (10 years for urethane core). All other NON-FRP products supplied by CDS carry a ten year warranty. Warranty time is from date delivery.

This warranty is against defects in material and/or factory workmanship. This warranty does not cover damage due to mishandling, abuse, misuse or failure of items supplied by others such as door hardware. The application of anodized and painted finishes on all aluminum surfaces and gel coats on face sheets is guaranteed. This warranty does not cover abrasions and wearing from use frequency. FRP face sheets have a tendency to fade in time, and this fading is not covered under our warranties. Normal weathering to face sheets is also not covered.

Any defective goods shall be replaced or repaired at the discretion of Commercial Door Systems. The installation labor or replacement labor of CDS materials are not covered by this warranty unless CDS has agreed to a “FACTORY GUARANTEE ON LABOR” as part of the contract for this project. Commercial Door Systems offers no other warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, for the materials supplied for this project, other than the one described herein.